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Help Us Build Our “Network Effect” With 400 Members by Year End

A service or product becomes more valuable as more people use it.  The

"network effect" means that your organization's value is actually

exponentially greater than the number of individual members, since

your members are making connections with one another.  The network

effect is particularly relevant to what we are doing with the Guild since

the primary service the Guild provides is our network.  Metcalfe's law

states that:

The value of a network is proportional to the

square of the number of members (n2)

So, if you are member of network that has 10 members, its inherent

value to you is as if there were 100 members (102 = 10 × 10 = 100). 



Why? Because you now have access to the network of each individual

member: opportunities, contacts, potential relationships, etc. that you

wouldn't have been able to access otherwise.  You don't know who you

don't know.  You don't know what you don't know.  Often times, though,

other people in your network do.

And one last thing: they scale rapidly.  Add one more member, and the

value is 121.  Add another and the value jumps to 144.  Three more?

225.  Non-linear, exponential, growth.

So, make it a point next week to contact at least one friend or

acquaintance who would add to the Guild’s network effect.  Worried

about pushback or not knowing what to say?  Read this for ideas on how

to overcome objections. 

Lastly, forced vaccinations have reminded us of the value of working for

Catholic-owned companies that respect their employees convictions. 

Our Guild Job Board is more important than ever.  Good Catholic

employees are looking for good jobs and want to work for Catholic-

owned companies job postings.  We have 96 jobs posted, but we need a

lot more.

Bigger companies have more jobs, naturally, and we are trending in the

right direction here.  Out of the 33 new businesses we added this year,

11 have 20 employees or more.  Two larger businesses that joined this

month were Gonyea Homes with 48 employees and Bona Brothers

Automotive with 38.  See all the new members this month here.

The three largest businesses that joined this year were Lawinger

Consulting with 140 employees, Cool Air Mechanical with 90, and

Schoenfelder Renovations with 50.

We are on the cusp of the network effect spiraling all the members of

the Guild upward.  Let's commit to bringing more good members into the

Guild and proactively adding to the Guild's network, looking for ways to
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help other members.

May God bless your family through your work!

Roger Vasko

Guild President

 

Thank You to Our November Meeting Sponsors!

Read a short recap of November's meeting by clicking here.

Gold Sponsors

• Better Nest Homes (Nestor Arguello)

• Saint Pio Media (Craig Berry)

• The Watch Group (Ben Bitzer)

Silver Sponsors

• Whole Human Challenge (Isaac Wicker)

• Lea�et Missal Company (Susie & Keevin Furlong, John Hastreiter)

Learn about sponsoring our January meeting here.

Spanish Prayer Books Are In

5,000 copies of the Spanish version of the St. Joseph Prayer book have just

arrived from the printer.  Guild member Mike Nash will be contacting parishes

that offer masses in Spanish and deliver free copies.

Networking Power in Action: Help Fill These Positions
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